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Background and Objectives: The aim of this study was
to develop a numerical model for hyperthermic laser
lipolysis in human subjects to improve understanding of
the procedure and find optimal therapeutic parameters.
Study Design/Materials and Methods: A numerical
model of hyperthermic laser lipolysis (HTLL) on human
subjects was developed that is based on light and heat
transport, including the effects of blood perfusion and
forced air cooling. Tissue damage was evaluated using the
Arrhenius model. Three irradiation scenarios were con-
sidered: single skin area irradiation without and with
forced air cooling, and sequential heating of four adjacent
skin areas in a cyclical manner. An evaluation of the
numerical model was made by comparing the recorded
skin surface temperature evolution during an experi-
mental HTLL procedure performed on the abdomen of ten
human volunteers using a 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser
irradiation.
Results: A good agreement was obtained between the
simulated skin surface temperatures and that as measured
during the HTLL procedure. The temperature difference
between the simulations and experiments was in the range of
0.2–0.4°C. The model parameters, which were fitted to the
experiment were the perfusion parameter (0.36–0.79 and
0.18–0.49kg/m3·s for dermis and subcutis) and the subcuta-
neous tissue absorption coefficient (0.17–0.21 cm−1). By using
the developed HTLL model and the determined parameters,
temperature depth distributions and the resulting thermal
injury to adipocytes were simulated under different treat-
ment conditions. Optimal ranges of the HTTL treatment
parameters were determined for different skin types, dama-
ging adipocytes while preserving skin cells. The target
subcutaneous temperatures were in the range of 43–47°C,
which has been found to lead to programmed adipocyte
death. The optimal treatment parameters were further used
to define a range of recommended protocols for safe and
effective multiarea cycled HTLL treatment of large body
surfaces. Specifically, for the set of chosen optimal treatment
parameters (4–5 treatment cycles, 1.2W/cm2 radiant expo-
sure, and 60–130W/cm2 forced air heat‐transfer coefficient)
the threshold surface temperature during irradiation was
found to be in the range of 31–38°C, depending on the skin
type and heat‐transfer coefficient.

Conclusions: The developed numerical model allows for
the calculation of the temperature distribution and the
resulting injury to adipocyte cells within deeper lying
fatty tissues under different clinical treatment conditions.
It is demonstrated that by measuring the temporal
evolution of the skin surface temperature and by stopping
the laser irradiation at predefined skin surface threshold
temperatures, it may be possible to monitor and control
the effects of the HTLL procedure deeper within the
tissue. As such, the model provides a better insight into
the HTLL, and may become a tool for defining the range of
safe and effective HTLL treatment protocols for patients
with different skin types.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional liposuction is a very effective and commonly
performed cosmetic surgical procedure for fat reduction. It
is, however, associated with a number of drawbacks,
including blood loss, ecchymosis and skin laxity [1]. In
order to address some of the drawbacks of traditional
liposuction, a less invasive method of laser‐assisted
lipolysis was introduced [2], which consists of inserting
an optical fiber through an incision and delivering laser
energy directly into the subcutaneous adipose tissue.
The absorbed laser energy within the tissue induces
lipolysis, coagulates small blood vessels and contributes to
new collagen formation. However, laser‐assisted lipolysis
is still a surgery which most patients would prefer to
avoid.

Recently, transcutaneous delivery of laser energy to
the adipose tissue has attracted significant attention
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since it offers a less invasive alternative to surgical
laser lipolysis [3]. This hyperthermic laser lipolysis
(HTLL) procedure consists of heating the subcuta-
neous adipose tissue by externally irradiating the skin
with a deeply penetrating laser light. The goal is to
heat the adipocytes to hyperthermic temperatures in
the range of 43–47°C for a prolonged time, which has
been found to lead to programmed adipocyte cell
death [4–6].
Several published clinical studies have assessed the

efficacy of the deeply penetrating laser wavelength of
1,060 nm for HTLL [3,6]. In the study by Decorato et al.
[6] in vivo temperature measurements demonstrated that
the subcutaneous adipose tissue can be heated to
hyperthermic temperatures using a 1,060 nm diode laser
in conjunction with surface cooling. With temperatures
maintained for 25minutes, histology revealed initial
inflammation, followed by macrophage infiltration start-
ing after approximately 2 weeks, and the evacuation of
cellular debris being complete after approximately
6 months. Clinical results demonstrated average fat
thickness reductions of 14%, 18%, and 18% at 2, 3, and
6 months, respectively. Average fat volume reductions
measured by MRI at 3 and 6 months were 24% and 21%,
respectively.
In an earlier study, a numerical model of HTLL was

developed and successfully used to fit the experimental
temperature distributions recorded on a porcine sam-
ple [7]. The purpose of the present study was to develop
a realistic numerical model of HTLL in human subjects
using the 1,064 nm laser wavelength, also taking into
account the effects of blood perfusion. Using the
model, a calculation of the temporal and spatial
distribution of the temperature within the irradiated
tissues can be made for different clinical conditions,
which enables optimization of the procedural para-
meters for safety and efficacy. The developed model
also provides a means to study the influence of the
patient’s skin type and treatment parameters, such as
the duration and power of laser irradiation and skin
cooling, on the temperature evolution within the
treated tissue.
The numerical model of the HTLL procedure was

tested and optimized by comparing its results to
the experimental data obtained by performing the
HTLL on 10 human volunteers using 1,064 nm Nd:YAG
laser irradiation in combination with forced‐air or
natural convection cooling. The model parameters
obtained by fitting agree well with the values reported
in the literature. The temporal evolution of the skin
surface temperature, during and following the irradia-
tion, was recorded with a thermal camera. The tested
model was then used to study the influence of different
treatment and tissue parameters on the temperature
distribution and the resulting apoptosis within the
tissue. The observed dependencies were finally used as
a guide for defining and optimizing HTLL treatment
protocols.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Model

The irradiated tissues were modeled with three planar
and optically homogenous layers representing the epider-
mis, dermis, and subcutis. Physiological parameters and
thicknesses of the layers were taken to be typical for
human skin [8,9]. The simulated skin parameters were: (i)
epidermis: melanin volume fraction (mvf)—1–10%, epi-
dermis thickness (depi)—0.1mm, and (ii) dermis: blood
volume fraction (bvf)—1%, oxygenation (sO2)—75%,
water volume fraction (wvf)—70%, dermis thickness
(dder)—1.5mm. Since the thickness of subcutaneous fat
in human subjects varies widely, for example, 0.3–4.0 cm
[10], a thickness of 4 cm was assumed in this study to
simulate the subcutaneous layer of an obese person.

The optical parameters of the skin at 1,064 nm as
used to simulate the light transport in the skin model
are listed in Table 1. The absorption coefficient of the
dermis μa,d was calculated as a weighted sum of the
blood μa,b and water absorption coefficients (μa,w = 0.14
cm−1) [11], and the dermis baseline absorption µa,0

according to Jacques [9]:

⋅ ⋅μ μ μ μ= + +bvf wvfa d a b a w a, , , ,0 (1)

with bvf representing the blood volume fraction and wvf
representing the water volume fraction. The blood
absorption coefficient was calculated as a linear combina-
tion of the oxygenated (μa,oxy= 3.0 cm−1) and deoxyge-
nated whole blood (μa,dxy= 1.88 cm−1) [12], weighted by
the oxygen saturation level (sO2):

⋅ ⋅μ μ μ= + ( − )sO 1 sOa b a a dxy, 2 ,oxy 2 , (2)

The baseline absorption (excluding blood and water
absorption) was 0.25 cm−1 [13–15]. The resulting absorp-
tion coefficient of the dermis was μa,d= 0.38 cm−1.

The absorption coefficient of the epidermis was calcu-
lated as:

⋅μ μ μ= +mvfa e a m a, , ,0 (3)

with mvf representing the melanin volume fraction in the
epidermis and μa,m representing the pure melanin
absorption as calculated from [16]:
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The evolution of the temperature field T(z,t) as a
function of the depth z within the tissue, and time t was
computed from the 1D bioheat‐diffusion equation [23]:
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where cp represents the tissue specific heat, ρ mass
density, k thermal conductivity, and Tb arterial blood
temperature (set to 37°C in our model). The heat‐source
term S(z,t) was considered only during the laser exposure,
and was obtained from the light transport simulation.
Heat exchange as a result of blood perfusion cannot

be neglected during the relatively long time intervals
of the HTTL procedure. Therefore, the blood perfusion
temperature contribution was included in the heat
diffusion equation, with cp,b representing the specific
heat of blood, wb the blood perfusion rate, and Tb the
blood temperature. Several experiments have shown
that the response of the vasculature system to heat is
strongly temperature‐dependent [24]. Specifically,
baseline perfusion (wb) increases by increasing tissue
temperature (T), until the maximum tissue perfusion
is reached at a tissue specific temperature threshold
(TF). To separate the constant baseline and tempera-
ture‐dependent part of the perfusion, Drizdal et al. [25]
introduced a temperature‐dependent scaling function:
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where a represents the factor by which the perfusion can
change due to the temperature increase and w regulates
the steepness of the perfusion change. The thermal
properties of the simulated tissues and the perfusion
parameters used in this study are listed in Table 2. The

threshold temperatures TF and base blood perfusion rates
wb [26] were determined by fitting the experimental data
using the numerical model.

The 1D representation of the light and heat transport
used in this study is only valid if the irradiated skin area
is relatively large (8 × 8 cm2 in this study). Certainly, it
fails at the area boundary. For example, if the irradiation
lasts for 2minutes and the adipose heat diffusion is 1.22
10−7m2/second, the resulting lateral heat diffusion dis-
tance is approximately r = (4Dt)1/2= 8mm. A similar
distance is obtained for the dermis. Therefore, the heat
deposition in the central region of the irradiated skin is
quite homogeneous in the lateral direction and conse-
quentially the lateral heat diffusion is small. However,
blood perfusion, the additional heat transport mechanism,
is still present and actively removes heat from the
irradiated skin. The 1D approach greatly reduces
the memory requirements and computation time for both
the light and thermal transport models.

Forced‐Air Cooling Model

At the skin surface (z= 0), the convective boundary
condition was applied
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where kepi represents the thermal conductivity of the
epidermis, hT the heat‐transfer coefficient, and Tair is the
temperature of the air in contact with the skin. Tair

depends on the cooling conditions, that is, whether the
natural convection (the ambient temperature Tair= 21°C)
or forced air cooling of a certain level is being applied. The
contribution of radiative losses was included in the heat‐
transfer coefficient. At the bottom of the simulated
geometry, the temperature was fixed to the core tempera-
ture of 37°C. A typical value of the heat‐transfer
coefficient for natural convection (hT= 10W/m2·K) was
applied [16], which was also confirmed experimentally
using the heat flux sensor (see Appendix A).

Light and Heat Transport Models

The light transport in the tissue model was simu-
lated using a weighted Monte Carlo photon multi‐layer
procedure (MCML) [27]. The total number of photons
per simulation was 1,000,000, providing an acceptably
low level of statistical noise. The illumination was
assumed to be infinitely wide and homogenous, and at
normal incidence. The result of the MCML simulation

TABLE 1. Optical Properties: Absorption Coefficient
(μa), Reduced Scattering Coefficient (μs′), Anisotropy
Factor (g) and Refraction Index (n) of the Simulated
Tissues

Tissue μa (cm−1) μs′ (cm−1) g n

Epidermis 0.55/1.10/
2.75/5.50

17.3 [17] 0.89
[18]

1.43
[19]

Dermis 0.12 7.3 [20] 0.91
[21]

1.37
[19]

Subcutis 0.17 2.5 [22] 0.91
[21]

1.37
[20]

The melanin volume fractions in the epidermis were 1%, 2%, 5%,
or 10%, with the corresponding absorption coefficients of the
epidermis separated by a slash. The absorption coefficient of the
subcutaneous layer was fitted to the data since different blood
volume fractions can significantly affect the absorption.

TABLE 2. Thermal and Blood Perfusion Properties of the Simulated Tissues

Tissue k (W/m·K) ρ (kg/m3) cp (J/kg·K) a w (°C2) TF (°C) wb(kg/m
3·second)

Epidermis 0.34 [16] 1,120 [16] 3,200 [16] / / / /
Dermis 0.41 [16] 1,090 [16] 3,500 [16] 10 [25] 10 [25] 44 0.76
Subcutis 0.30 [21] 860 [21] 2,870 [21] 1 [25] 12 [25] 45 0.22

a, amplitude of the perfusion rate change; cp, specific heat; TF, maximum tissue perfusion threshold temperature; w, steepness of the
perfusion change; wb, blood perfusion rate; k, thermal conductivity; ρ, mass density.
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was a depth profile of the deposited laser energy within
the modeled skin layers.
The heat transport model was modeled by solving the

heat diffusion (Equation (5)) using the finite difference
method (FDM). FDM was custom implemented in
MATLAB 2016a (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) providing
the required speed and flexibility.
The baseline temperature depth profile was estimated

by running the heat‐transfer model without heat sources
due to the laser irradiation until a stable profile was
obtained (simulated time interval of approximately
1 hour). The metabolic rate was 1,485W/m3 corresponding
to relaxed sitting [28]. The baseline blood perfusion and
the natural convection cooling were included. The calcu-
lated baseline temperature served as the initial tempera-
ture profile for the light‐heat transport model.

Arrhenius Damage Integral

The rate of adipocyte cell death due to the exposure to
the elevated temperatures depends not only on the
temperature, but also on the length of the exposure.
Thermal denaturation processes in tissues are typically
quantified with kinetic models based on the first‐order
rate process. A commonly used metric for tissue damage
(Ω) is the ratio of the concentration of native (undamaged)
tissue before thermal exposure (C0) to the concentration of
native tissue at the end of the exposure time τ (Cτ). In this
study, the Arrhenius equation integral, first introduced by
Henriques and Moritz [29], was used to calculate the
tissue damage using the calculated temperature distribu-
tions within the tissues:
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where A is the frequency factor, E0 is the reaction
activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and
T(z,t) is the absolute temperature at depth z and time t.
The cell viability criterion is determined as a maximum
tolerable decrease in concentration of the critical cell
component. This damage threshold is commonly assumed
to be at Ω= 1, corresponding to a 63% reduction in the cell
viability [6,29].
The Arrhenius equation parameters A and E0 depend

on the tissue type and the relevant biochemical process.
We determined A and E0 of the subcutaneous tissue from
the experimental results reported by Franco et al. [4], to
be A = 1.15·1028 s−1 and E0= 187.54 kJ/mol. For skin, we
used the values reported by Weaver and Stoll [30]:
A = 2.2·10124 s−1 and E0= 78.3 kJ/mol.

Experiment

To evaluate the developed HTLL model, a set of
experiments was performed on 10 healthy volunteers
with fair Caucasian skin (eight males and two females;
average age 53.6 years, age range 36–65 years; average
body mass index [BMI] 26.3, BMI range 21.6–29.3).
Informed consent was obtained from the volunteers and

the procedure was performed according to the Declaration
of Helsinki. The irradiation procedure used in this study
has been cleared for use in the EU according to MDD 93/
42 EC‐MEDDEV 2.7/1, and is as such regularly applied to
treat patients. The imaging study was approved by the
Slovenian national ethics committee (application no. 111/
02/12).

The abdominal region lateral to the umbilicus was
homogenously irradiated with a 1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser
(Dynamis SP, Fotona, d.o.o., Ljubljana, Slovenia) over an
area S of approximately 8 × 8 cm2 using a laser scanner
(L‐Runner; Fotona, d.o.o.). The complete area was irra-
diated by repeated quick scanning of the area with
individual laser spots of 11‐mm diameter, with each scan
requiring 70 pulses (pulse duration of 0.6 milliseconds) to
cover the area within 2.8 seconds. Since the scan time was
much shorter than the tissue cooling time, which is on the
order of several minutes, this ensured that during the
repeated scanning (lasting for an irradiation time of
several minutes), the area was heated approximately
homogeneously with an average irradiance G (in W/cm2).
The irradiated skin surface temperature was continu-
ously recorded with an infrared camera (ThermaCAM
P45, 8–12 μm; FLIR, Wilsonville, OR). The skin surface
temperature (Ts(t)) was taken to be represented by the
average of the recorded temperatures within the central,
approximately 2 cm2 area of the irradiated skin. The
ambient temperature (Tamb) was 21°C. A scheme of the
experimental setup is shown in Figure 1.

First, a single skin area S was irradiated without
additional cooling with average irradiances G = 0.25,
0.5, and 1.2 W/cm2. The measurements were performed
sequentially from the lowest to the highest irradiance,
including an approximately 10 minutes time interval
between the measurements to allow for adequate
thermal relaxation of the irradiated skin. The subjects
did not report any discomfort during the irradiation
and no adverse effects were observed after the
irradiation.

Second, a forced‐air cooling system (Cryo 6; Zimmer,
Rheinau, GmbH) was used to cool down the irradiated
surface S during the irradiation procedure. Forced‐air
cooling level 2 (FC2) with the air temperature (Tair) at the
sample surface of 11°C was applied during the irradiation
with G= 1.2W/cm2. Following the irradiation, the skin
surface was left to cool down via natural convection. In
general, the heat‐transfer coefficient’s spatial distribution
depends on the cooling device’s parameters, such as the
nozzle‐to‐sample distance, nozzle diameter, and air velo-
city [31]. In our experiment, due to the design of the
scanner, the scanner’s nozzle and the distance of 17 cm
between the nozzle and the irradiated surface, approxi-
mately homogeneous cooling of the irradiated area was
obtained as shown in Milanic et al. [7]. The heat‐transfer
coefficients of the forced‐air cooling for the different
cooling levels of the device used in the study (Cryo 6 with
cooling levels FC1‐ FC9) were determined using a heat
flux sensor and verified by fitting the experimental
thermal signals (see Appendix A).
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Third, a cycled irradiation procedure, a type of the multi‐
pass treatment representing a clinical HTTL protocol used
to treat large body areas, was also carried out. In this
protocol, the treated area was divided into four adjacent
skin areas, which were sequentially heated in a cyclical
manner as depicted in Figure 2, with G= 1.2W/cm2 under
FC2 forced cold air cooling conditions. Each skin area S was
irradiated until the skin temperature Ts reached the surface
threshold temperature Tst≈ 38°C, after which the irradia-
tion was moved to the next area within the cycle. The
Tst value was chosen, based on an analysis of the single‐area
irradiation procedure, to correspond to the surface skin
temperature when the maximal subcutis temperature
reaches 47°C under the conditions of G= 1.2W/cm2 and
forced‐air cooling at level 2 (detailed explanation follows
in the Results section). The four‐area cycle was repeated
N= 3 times and after the last irradiation, the skin
temperature was allowed to relax to the initial temperature
by means of natural convection cooling.

Evaluation of the Model

The developed model was evaluated using the experi-
mental data. The fitting was performed by objective
multi‐dimensional minimization of the residual norm
between the measured and the computed surface tem-
perature T(z= 0,t). The nonlinear least‐squares algorithm
implemented as the function lsqnonlin in MATLAB’s
Optimization Toolbox (MATLAB 2016a; Mathworks Inc.)
was used.

For the cyclical irradiation protocol, the numerical
model was modified to appropriately simulate the cyclical
irradiation regime. Specifically, the model included multi-
ple irradiation‐relaxation phases and three additional
heat‐transfer coefficients during the relaxation phase,
hTR2, hTR2, and hTR3. The purpose of these three heat‐
transfer coefficients is to incorporate the effect of the
forced‐air cooling spill‐over from the irradiated segment
to the observed one, and the effect of cooled blood flowing
from the irradiated segment.

Analysis of HTTL Protocols

The developed forward model was also applied to study
the influence of different protocols and treatment para-
meters on the temperature distribution within the
tissues, and on the resulting adipocyte apoptosis. The
tissue parameters were selected to correspond to
the average parameters determined from the experimen-
tal results (µa= 0.19 cm−1, wd= 0.64 kg/m3·second, ws=
0.22 kg/m3·second).

RESULTS

Experiment

Single area natural convection cooling. Figure 3a
shows the measured temporal evolutions of the surface
temperature Ts (solid line), together with the
corresponding numerical model fits (dashed line) during
skin irradiations under the natural convection (NC)
cooling regime for one of the volunteers (volunteer 1; a
62‐year‐old male with BMI 25.1). All three surface
temperature evolutions were fitted simultaneously to
determine the tissue parameters. A good agreement
between the model and the measurement was obtained.
The fitted parameters for NC conditions are presented in
Table 3.

The resulting temperature depth profiles immediately
after the irradiation was stopped (Tz) are shown in Figure
3b. Here, the maximal temperature within the tissue
(Tmax) is the lowest for G= 0.25W/cm2 (Tmax= 41.5°C)
and the highest for G= 1.2W/cm2 (Tmax= 46.8°C),
although the deposited energy density was approximately
the same for all irradiations (≈85 J/cm2). This is because
the relatively slow heat removal mechanisms such as
blood perfusion, heat conduction, and convection are more
effective at lower heating rates.

Temporal evolutions of the surface temperature Ts,
similar to those shown in Figure 4a were observed also for
other volunteers. The determined parameters are pre-
sented in Table 3.

Fig. 1. A scheme of the experimental setup. The abdominal skin
was irradiated with an Nd:YAG laser scanner (1,064 nm,
irradiance 1.2W/cm2). The irradiated surface was either cooled
via natural convection or with forced cold air. The design of the
scanner was such that the direction of the forced air was
approximately parallel to the laser beam. The irradiated surface
temperature was continuously recorded with an infrared camera.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Fig. 2. Cyclical irradiation protocol. Four adjacent skin areas
S are sequentially heated for N consecutive cycles. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Single Area Forced Air Cooling. A typical
measured temperature evolution as obtained for the
forced air cooling conditions (FC2, hT = 56W/m2·K)
is shown in Figure 4a (volunteer 1). A good
agreement between the model (dashed line) and the
measurement was obtained. The resulting
temperature depth profiles Tz are shown in Figure
4b. Expectedly, the forced air cooling increases the
difference between the surface and bulk temperatures.
Specifically, the temperature difference ΔT = Tmax−Ts,
representing the difference between the maximal bulk
tissue temperature and the corresponding surface
temperature, is 5.2°C, which is much larger than the
ΔT = 0.2°C obtained for the natural convection cooling
condition for the same G (Fig. 3b).

In contrast to the NC cooling regime, a prominent
temperature relaxation peak develops after both the
irradiation and the forced air cooling are turned off. The
relaxation peak is caused by the diffusion of heat from the
deeper hot region (Fig. 4b) to the colder superficial layer.
As was shown in Milanic et al. [32], the amplitude of the
relaxation peak could provide information on the maximal
temperature within the tissue.

The model parameters for the forced air (FC2) cooling
and all 10 subjects are shown in Table 3. The obtained
fitting parameters are similar to those obtained for the
NC cooling, except for the smaller absorption coefficient of
the subcutaneous tissue in general (on average 16%). The
difference in the determined absorption coefficients can be
partially attributed to the decreased skin blood volume
fraction due to the initial vasoconstriction, as a result of
the forced‐air cooling, while a constant blood volume
fraction is assumed in the model. In addition, the
subcutaneous scattering coefficient is also presumed to
be temperature‐independent, but it might be affected by
the temperature variation (see Discussion section). For
example, decreasing the scattering coefficient by increas-
ing the temperature would lead to deeper light penetra-
tion. Since the absorption coefficient is the free parameter
in the model, the fitted absorption coefficient would be
reduced to compensate for the decrease of the scattering
coefficient.

Cyclical Irradiation. The temporal evolution of the
surface temperature of area 1 (Fig. 2) and the
corresponding temperature depth profiles for the N= 3
cyclical irradiation procedure as obtained for the
volunteer 1 are presented in Figure 5. Three irradiation
and relaxation phases are presented. Each subsequent
cycle is shortened (6.2, 4.8, 4.2minutes for the first,
second, and third cycle, respectively) and the minimum
relaxation temperature increased (30.6°C, 31.6°C, 32.2°C
for the first, second, and third cycle, respectively) showing
that increasingly more heat is being deposited within the
irradiated skin.

The resulting fit of the surface temperature evolution is
presented in Figure 5a as a dashed‐line curve. The
perfusion parameters (wd and ws) were kept the same as
determined by fitting the single area FC2 measurement.
The subcutaneous absorption was 0.17 cm−1 as deter-
mined by fitting the NC data, since this value results in
better fits such as 0.14 cm−1. The fit also allows estima-
tion of the three hTR parameters: hTR2= 0.6 hT (33W/
m2·K), hTR2= 0.4 hT (25W/m2·K), and hTR3= 0.5 hT (27W/
m2·K) for the second, third, and fourth segment irradia-
tion, respectively. These coefficients are close to the hT

value, showing that the cooling from the neighbor
segments is substantial.

The temperature depth profiles obtained immediately
after the irradiation for the first segment and all the three
cycles are presented in Figure 5b. The temperatures
progressively increase, the last cycle maximum tempera-
ture reaching 45.2°C. Thermally induced tissue damage
was also estimated from the simulation results by

a

b

Fig. 3. (a) Typical evolutions of the measured surface temperatures
Ts (solid lines) under the NC cooling regime, and the corresponding
numerical model fits (dashed lines) during and following skin
irradiation with G= 0.25, 0.5, 1.2W/cm2. The presented example is
for volunteer 1; (b) Corresponding modeled temperature depth
profiles Tz immediately after the irradiation was stopped. The dotted
line indicates the epidermis‐dermis boundary at 0.1mm. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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calculating the Arrhenius integral. It progressively
increases, but does not reach the damage threshold 1.
Hence, this experimental sequence would most likely not
result in adequate adipocyte damage.

Analysis of HTTL Protocols

Single Area HTTL. The skin temperature evolution was
simulated assuming that the irradiation and forced‐air
cooling are delivered to a single tissue area S until the
maximum subcutaneous temperature reaches the threshold
maximal temperature (Tms), equal to either 43°C or 47°C,
corresponding to the assumed lower and upper optimal
temperature range boundaries for inducing hyperthermia in
adipocytes [4]. After the maximum temperature reached Tms,
the irradiation and forced‐air cooling were stopped and the
skin temperature was allowed to relax.
Figure 6a shows skin surface temperatures for G= 1.2W/

cm2, mvf= 1%, and hT= 10–160W/m2·K. The temperature
progressively decreases and the relaxation peaks become
more prominent by increasing hT. The latter indicates a
larger difference between the superficial and internal
temperatures, clearly depicted by the resulting temperature
depth profiles (Fig. 6b). As a consequence of the skin cooling,
the temperature peak moves to greater depths. The same
trends are obtained for both threshold temperatures.
Simulated temperature evolutions were used to calculate

the thermally induced tissue damage (Fig. 6c) using the
Arrhenius integral (Equation (8)). The temperatures were
integrated over time from the start of irradiation to the end of
the signal. The simulation shows that the relatively small
increase in Tms of 4°C leads to a significant increase in Ω

(about two times). It also predicts that with G= 1.2W/cm2

and only one irradiation cycle, it is not possible to reach the
required apoptosis without overheating the subcutis (max-
imum Tz> 47°C). However, increasing the temperature may
result in unwanted adverse effects, such as necrosis and pain.
Therefore, scenarios involving a prolongation of the duration
of exposure to elevated temperatures are preferable.

Since during clinical procedures it is not possible to
directly measure maximal temperatures within the sub-
cutis, a more practical approach is to estimate it from the
maximal skin surface temperature (Tsm) that can be
measured during an irradiation procedure. Figure 7 thus
shows the dependence of the Tsm as reached during the
two treatment protocols (Tms=43°C and 47°C) and for four
different skin pigmentations. As can be seen, Tsm is
higher for darker skin types since a more pigmented
epidermis heats up more rapidly. On the contrary, Tsm can
be reduced by increasing hT, since Tsm decreases approxi-
mately linearly with increasing hT. These results also
show that low hT levels are appropriate for lighter skin
types only, while for darker skin types higher hT levels are
required to avoid skin damage and pain.

Cycled HTLL. In the following, we analyze the
damage to adipocytes as achieved during the cycled
HTLL protocol. In the simulation, four adjacent skin
areas were assumed to be sequentially irradiated in a
cyclical manner as depicted in Figure 2, with G= 1.2W/
cm2. Temperature evolutions were calculated for the skin
area 1 only, since the evolutions for the remaining areas 2,
3, and 4 are approximately the same. The skin area 1 was
irradiated during each cycle for the irradiation time tir
lasting until the skin surface temperature reached the
threshold skin surface temperature Tst, after which the
irradiation was stopped for the duration equal to 3 tir to
simulate the off‐period during the irradiation of the
subsequent 3 areas within a cycle. During the
irradiation‐off period, the heat‐transfer coefficients hTR2,
hTR2, and hTR3 were fixed to hT/2. Cycles consisting of the
consecutive irradiation of areas 1–4 were repeated
N‐times.

In the first simulation, we studied a N= 5 cycle HTTL
for mvf= 1% and hT= 60W/m2·K, during which the final
maximal subcutaneous temperature (at the end of the
fifth cycle) reached the assumed minimal and maximal
temperatures for apoptosis. The threshold skin surface

TABLE 3. Skin Parameters as Determined by Simultaneous Fitting of the Thermal Signals for G = 0.25–1.2W/cm2

and Natural Convection Cooling—NC, and G= 1.2W/cm2 and Forced Air Cooling—FC2 for all 10 Volunteers

NC FC2

Volunteer μa (cm−1) wd (kg/m3·second) ws (kg/m
3·second) μa (cm−1) wd (kg/m3·second) ws (kg/m

3·second)

1 0.17 0.76 0.22 0.14 0.76 0.21
2 0.19 0.69 0.20 0.17 0.70 0.20
3 0.18 0.69 0.20 0.14 0.70 0.20
4 0.20 0.38 0.18 0.17 0.70 0.20
5 0.20 0.79 0.18 0.17 0.70 0.20
6 0.21 0.69 0.20 0.16 0.64 0.24
7 0.21 0.69 0.19 0.16 0.93 0.34
8 0.20 0.68 0.19 0.17 0.66 0.23
9 0.20 0.68 0.19 0.14 0.70 0.20
10 0.17 0.36 0.49 / / /
Average 0.19± 0.01 0.64± 0.13 0.22± 0.09 0.16± 0.01 0.72± 0.08 0.22± 0.04

Volunteer 10 did not participate in the FC2 part of the study.
wd and ws, initial blood perfusion values of the dermis and the subcutis; μa, absorption coefficient of the subcutis.
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temperatures were correspondingly set to Tst= 34.0°C or
Tst= 37.2°C, which were found to lead to the target final
Tms= 43°C or 47°C. Note that the Tst for the cycled HTLL
are lower compared with the corresponding Tst for the
single area HTLL (Fig. 7) due to the heat accumulation
during the multiple irradiation cycles.
The resulting surface temperature evolutions for the

two Tms end points are presented in Figure 8a. It takes
approximately two‐times longer to reach Tms= 47°C in
comparison to Tms= 43°C. The surface temperature
minima in‐between cycles progressively increases with
each cycle, indicating the increased heat deposition in the
deeper lying tissues. The temperature depth profiles (Fig.
8b) are similar to the profiles obtained for the single
irradiation procedure (Fig. 6b), with each additional cycle
resulting in a higher maximum temperature located at a
larger depth. This simulation results in somewhat higher

temperatures than those obtained for the experimental
data, which is due to 33% shorter cycles in the simulation.
The resulting adipocyte damage following each cycle is
shown in Figure 8c. Only the HTTL protocol with
Tms= 47°C resulted in the required tissue damage, with
the Ω≥ 1 region located within z≈ 0.3–1.7 cm.

In the second set of simulations, the HTLL treatment
efficacy was studied for different skin types. Temperature
evolution and the resulting tissue injury Ω were calcu-
lated for a wide range of combinations of Tst, N, and hT.
The laser power density was fixed to G= 1.2W/cm2.
Protocols recommended for specific skin types were
selected from the simulated outcomes of the protocol
parameter combinations, taking into account the follow-
ing criteria: (i) the skin surface temperature should never
exceed the pain threshold temperature of 43°C [33,34]; (ii)
the maximal subcutis temperature should never exceed
47°C; (iii) Ω should exceed the adipocyte damage thresh-
old; and (iv) the duration of the HTTL treatment of each
area (tir) is shorter than 25minutes.

Examples of some of the recommended cycled HTTL
protocols are shown in Table 4. Note that there are more
acceptable protocols than presented in this table. However,
the recommended protocols are based on tissue parameters
determined from an experiment involving only volunteers
with light Caucasian skin. Therefore, more studies are still
needed to validate these protocols.

DISCUSSION

To be able to simulate the processes involved in HTLL,
the light and heat transport must be appropriately
modeled. The optical, thermal and physiological proper-
ties needed to describe the transports vary intra‐ and
inter‐subject. Moreover, when measured, different mea-
surement techniques, and sample preparations were
used, therefore, the values reported in the literature vary
even more significantly [9,35]. Below are presented
potential sources of the uncertainty in this study.

In our model, we used a generic description of the skin and
subcutaneous tissue [9]. This includes predefined tissue
geometries and also predefined optical and thermal proper-
ties, with the exception of the adipose μa that was fitted. In
reality, tissue parameters can vary significantly in time, from
subject to subject, and for different geographical regions.
However, in order to take into account these variations, the
tissue properties would have to be determined using
additional measurement methods. For example, optical
properties and the tissue geometry can be estimated with
optical methods such as diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
(DRS) [36], or by using imaging techniques such as
hyperspectral (HSI) [37,38], and spatial frequency domain
(SFDI) imaging [39]. In a separate HTLL study performed by
our group, DRS measurements on an Nd:YAG laser‐
irradiated skin area were recorded before and immediately
after irradiation [40]. The obtained DRS signals were then
analyzed using the inverse Monte Carlo method to determine
chromophore concentrations and the thickness of the tissues.
The obtained tissue parameters then served as the input

a

b

Fig. 4. (a) Typical surface temperature evolution (solid line), and
the corresponding fit (dashed line) for irradiance 1.2W/cm2 and
forced‐air cooling level 2 (FC2) forced air cooling during
irradiation. The presented example is for volunteer 1; (b)
corresponding calculated temperature depth profile. [Color
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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parameters for the model calculations. Good fits were
obtained and the same trends were observed as presented
in this study.
Additionally, temperature‐independent optical and

thermal parameters were used, even though it is known
that skin and adipose properties vary with temperature.
For example, Kim and Jeong [41] reported a substantial
decrease of μS′ (from ~14 to ~6 cm−1; –4%/°C) when a
sample of porcine skin was heated from 26°C to 40°C
using a 1,064 nm Nd:YAG CW laser. The change in μs′ was
attributed to the phase transition of lipids that are the
major scattering components of porcine fat. In human
skin, however, Laufer et al. [42] reported that the μs′ of the
subcutis decreased by only 0.14%/°C when the tempera-
ture increased from 25°C to 40°C. The smaller observed

a

b

Fig. 5. Cyclical heating of area 1 during N= 3 cycles of
irradiation. (a) Measured surface temperature evolution (solid
line) and fit (dashed line) for irradiance 1.2W/cm2 and forced‐air
cooling level 2 (FC2) forced air cooling during irradiation. The
presented data is for volunteer 1; (b) corresponding calculated
temperature depth profiles. The dotted line represents the 43°C
threshold temperature for lipolysis. [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

a

b

c

Fig. 6. (a) Skin surface temperatures, (b) temperature depth
profiles, and (c) corresponding tissue damage. The tissue was
irradiated with G= 1.2W/cm2 until Tms of either 43°C (solid lines) or
47°C (dashed lines) was reached. The simulated skin was a pale
Caucasian‐skinned patient (mvf=1%). hT was varied between 10
and 160W/m2·K, where hT= 10W/m2·K represents natural
convection (NC). The vertical dotted line in (b) represents the
boundary between the skin and subcutaneous tissue. [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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variation of μs′ in human skin could be due to the different
composition of the human subcutaneous tissue and
porcine fat, or different measurement protocols. On the
other hand, Hayward et al. [43] reported a +0.5%/°C
variation of μs′ in the human subcutis in vivo with 1,050
nm laser irradiation, which cannot be explained by the
phase transitions of lipids.
A small change in the heat diffusion constant of fat

(−0.15%/°C) was reported [26] that does not affect the
temperature evolution significantly. Since the temperature‐
dependent tissue properties would affect the temperature
evolution within the irradiated tissues, a reasonable future
extension of this study would be to include temperature‐
dependent optical and thermal properties in our numerical
model and explore its effect on the quality of fits of the
experimental data and the in vivo laser lipolysis parameters.
For simplicity, the thermal signal was assumed to

represent the surface temperature. However, it is well
known that the subsurface temperature distribution can
affect the detected thermal signal [44]. The subsurface
tissues emit IR irradiation, which could, depending on the
absorption coefficient and the tissue depth, contribute to
the detected thermal signals. To estimate the effect of the
subsurface heated tissues on the thermal signal, various
temperature depth distributions were simulated, and
thermal signals were calculated explicitly for the spectral
range of 8–12 μm of the thermal camera used in the
experiment. The obtained thermal signals were compared
to the surface temperature evolution and no significant
difference was observed. This result is not unexpected due
to the relatively large absorption coefficients of water in
the 8–12 μm spectral region (μa= 504–2,142 cm−1, pene-
tration depth δ= 5–20 μm) [45].
In spite of the above limitations, a good agreement

between the human skin temperature measurements and

model calculations was obtained. In addition, the obtained
dependencies agree well with the results of our study on a
porcine fat sample [7], and the study by Decorato et al. [6]
on human patients. By setting the skin surface threshold

Fig. 7. Maximal skin surface temperature during a single area
irradiation (G= 1.2W/cm2) with maximal subcutis temperatures
of Tsm= 43°C (solid lines) and 47°C (dashed lines) as treatment
endpoints, for different heat‐transfer coefficients (hT) and skin
types (mvf). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

a

b

c

FIGURE 8 Continued.
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temperature Tst to 27°C, and cycling the temperature as
was the case in Decorato et al. [6], our model gives
parameters, as depicted in Table 5, with the depth of
apoptosis of z= 0.5–2.7 cm, and the duration of treatment
of tpr= 25min, in good agreement with the z= 1–3 cm and
tpr=20–25min obtained in the study [6].

The sensitivity of the results of the model to the variation
of skin parameters within physiological ranges was studied
for pale Caucasian skin (mvf= 1%) and hT= 60W/m2·K.
The base values of the parameters were varied by ±50%
and the effect on the maximal skin surface temperature
(Tsm) at the maximal subcutaneous temperature of Tms=
47°C was studied. Varying µs and µa has the largest effect
on Tsm, but even the 50% base value variation of the
intrinsic optical parameters changes Tsm by less than
0.75°C. The variation of the other physiological parameters
has an even smaller effect. These results show that the
determined Tsm values are relatively insensitive to the
tissue parameter variations within physiological ranges.

Similarly, a sensitivity analysis of the five‐cycle HTLL
procedure to µs′, µa, wa, and ws parameters was performed.
It was found that the tissue damage Ω is not very sensitive
to the change of µs′, µa, and ws (less than 4% change inΩ at
a 20% change of the parameter). On the contrary, a 20%
increase in ws results in a substantial 25% decrease in Ω,
while a 20% decrease in ws did not result in a significant
change. The observed increase of tissue damage by
increasing base dermal perfusion is a result of more
effective heat removal in the dermis and consequentially
a decreased surface temperature. Therefore, the skin
surface threshold temperature is reached at later times
and more heat is deposited in the subcutis. Yet, the
maximum subcutaneous temperature did not exceed 47°C.

It may be noted that during a single area treatment
protocol, as was, for example, used in Decorato et al.
[6], less than a 100% laser irradiation duty cycle is
involved, with a feedback loop maintaining the re-
quired skin surface threshold temperature by turning
the laser on and off. In this regard, the cycled HTTL

TABLE 4. Examples of Recommended Cycled HTTL Protocols for Skin Types With mvf = 1%, 2%, 5%, and 10%

Heat transfer
coefficient hT

(W/cm2)
Threshold

temperature Tst (°C)
No.

cycles (N)

Duration of
treatment tir
(minutes)

Depth of
apoptosis (cm)

Pale
Caucasian
(mvf= 1%)

60 37.5 5 19 0.3–1.9
70 36 5 22 0.3–2.1
100 32 4 21 0.5–2.2

Tanned
Caucasian
(mvf= 2%)

60 38 5 19 0.3–1.9
70 36.5 5 22 0.3–2.1
100 33 4 21 0.5–2.2

Asian (mvf= 5%) 100 34 4 21 0.4–2.2
130 31 4 24 0.5–2.5

African (mvf= 10%) 130 33 4 25 0.5–2.5

TABLE 5. An Example of a Modeled Cycled HTTL Protocol Resulting in a Similar Depth of Apoptosis and
Treatment Duration as Reported in Decorato et al. [6]

Heat transfer coefficient hT

(W/cm2)
Threshold temperature

Tst (°C)
No. of

cycles N
Duration of treatment

tir (min)
Depth of

apoptosis (cm)

160 27 4 25 0.5–2.7

TABLE 6. Heat‐Transfer Coefficients Calculated From
the Measured Heat Fluxes for Four Cooling Levels
(FC1–FC7)

Cooling level
Heat flux sensor hT

(W/m2·K)
Corrected hT

(W/m2·K)

FC1 56± 1 48± 1
FC2 66± 2 56± 2
FC5 94± 2 80± 2
FC7 116± 2 100± 2

The coefficients were multiplied by 0.85 to get corrected heat‐
transfer values.

Fig. 8. (a) Skin surface temperatures, (b) temperature depth
profiles, and (c) corresponding tissue damage estimation during
N= 5 cyclical irradiation with G= 1.2W/cm2. The skin surface
threshold temperatures (Tst) for each cycle were 34.0°C (full line)
and 37.2°C (dashed line). The simulated skin was a pale
Caucasian skin patient with melanin volume fraction mvf= 1%.
The forced air cooling level was 60W/m2·K during the irradiation.
The horizontal dotted lines in (a) represents the 34.0°C (lower
line) and 37.2°C (upper line) thresholds. The horizontal dotted line
in (c) represents Ω= 1, the adipocyte damage threshold. The
arrow shows the direction of the change following each cycle.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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protocol analyzed in this study is at an advantage,
particularly when treating large body surfaces, since
with the cycled HTTL the laser operates continuously
at its maximum output capacity, and the “feedback
loop” is achieved by cyclically moving the irradiation
from one area to another. Therefore, the cycled HTTL
protocol provides a faster means for treating large body
areas. Moreover, the use of the cycled HTTL protocol is
also advantageous to, for example, a linear multi‐pass
treatment protocol, since the skin areas experience
substantial cooling also during the irradiation‐off
periods. This enables a higher dose of laser energy to
be delivered to a skin area during the subsequent
irradiation‐on periods before the surface temperature
of the skin area again reaches the threshold tempera-
ture, and the irradiation of that area needs to be
stopped.

CONCLUSIONS

A numerical model of HTLL on human subjects based
on light and heat transport, including the effects of blood
perfusion, was developed and applied to model human
skin surface temperatures during HTLL with the
1,064 nm Nd:YAG laser.
The model allows for the calculation, under different

clinical treatment conditions and for different patient
skin types, of the temperature distribution and the
resulting injury to adipocyte cells within deeper lying
fatty tissues. It was shown that the temperature and
adipocyte damage distribution within deeper tissue layers
can be estimated from the measured temporal evolution of
the skin surface temperature, and can be controlled by
stopping the laser irradiation at predefined skin surface
threshold temperatures. Therefore, the model can be
applied to obtain general guidelines for the choice of the
treatment skin surface threshold temperature and of the
level of skin cooling. The guidelines proposed in this study
were developed with a goal to preserve the skin during the
HTLL procedure, while at the same time resulting in
sufficiently high subcutis temperatures as required to
cause the delayed death of adipocytes. However, more
clinical studies are still needed to verify the proposed
guidelines.
In addition to studying the HTLL, the developed

numerical model could be easily modified to study other
photo‐thermal laser treatments in silico. The model thus
provides a means to speed up and reduce the costs of
development of clinical devices and therapeutic protocols.
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APPENDIX A

HEAT‐TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
DETERMINATION

The heat‐transfer coefficients of the forced‐air cooling at
different cooling levels used in the study (Cryo 6 with
cooling levels FC1‐ FC9) were determined by a calibrated
heat flux sensor (made to order by Captec Entreprise)
with a diameter of 20mm attached directly to the skin.
Sensitivity of the heat flux sensor was 3.5 µV/(W/m2).
Forced‐air cooling was applied to the sensor‐skin area and
heat flux time evolution was recorded. The heat flux
values were converted to the heat‐transfer coefficient
using the following equation:

=
Δ

h
V

V T
T

C
(9)

where VC is the calibration constant specific to the sensor,
V is the measured voltage, and ∆T is the difference
between the skin temperature and the temperature of the
cooled air near the sensor’s surface.

The resulting average hT values for different cooling
levels are presented in Table 6, which are averages from
three separate sets of measurements.

The determined hT values were verified by fitting the
experimental thermal signals. The thermal signals were
measured on human skin during forced‐air cooling using the
FC1 and FC2 levels, without laser irradiation. The signals
were fitted by the model (G= 0W/cm2), resulting in hT= 48
W/m2·K and 56W/m2·K for FC1 and FC2, respectively. The
ratio between the fitted and measured hT was 0.85 for both
cooling levels, most likely a consequence of the finite size of
the heat flux sensor, the imperfect contact between the skin
and the sensor and other experimental uncertainties. The
measured hT values for FC5 and FC7 were multiplied by 0.85
to get the corrected hT values (Table 6), providing a
correspondence between the actual experimental cooling
levels (Cryo 6, FC1–FC9) and the hT values used in the
numerical study (50–160W/m2·K).
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